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{-571 t ‘ ABSTRACT 

Two methods are disclosed for forming wire bundles, 
one method for forming an elongated wire bundle 
longer than the conventional working table and a 
second method for forming a shorter wire bundle, An 
apparatus‘ for carrying out both methods comprises an 

' endless canvas belt stretched between ‘two rollers 
mounted at the ends of an elongated table, a drawing 
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on rollers at each end of the table and overlying and 
supported by the belt for moving therewith, and a plu 
rality of wires from reels at one end of the table for 
being positioned over the drawing and held in precise ' 
position with detachable brackets during the forming 
of the wire bundle. Then after completion of the wire 
bundle, or portion thereof, the endless belt is started 
moving and as the completed wire bundle winds on to 
a storage reel, the brackets are released by a trigger 
device to permit the drawing ‘to separate from the' 
endless belt and wind up on a storage roller. 

For carrying out the former method, as the ?rst por 
tion of the drawing for which the wire bundle has been 
completely assembled, is wound on the storage roller, 
it pulls the second portion of the drawing and the wire 
related to that portion out over the table for being 
clamped to the endless belt so that the rest of the bun 
dle may be formed thereover. This continuous forming 
and storing of the wire bundle portions‘is carried on 
until all of the elongated wire bundle is coiledon its 
storage reel before the next wirebundle is begun, 

.For‘carrying out the latter method, as a complete wire 
bundle is formed over the drawing, the finished wire 
bundle is disconnected from the drawing and the 
endless belt, and wound on the storage reel as the 
drawing is wound on its storage roller. Then the draw 
ing is reversed and rewound back on the table for per 
mitting the forming‘ of another wire bundle like‘ the 
first. ‘ ' 

For ease of working on the wire bundles by human be 
ings working over the drawing, the portion including 
the drawing and its rollers, the supporting endless belt 
and its rollers, the clamping brackets attaching all 
together, and the wires extending over the drawing 
may be tilted to a convenient angle. 

A quick-opening bracket with a plurality of clamps 
thereon is disclosed which opens instantly upon con 
tact with a trigger device at the end of the work table. > 
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METHODS FOR FORMING WIRE BUNDLES AND 
' AN APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT THE 

METHOD _ 

This application is a continuation of a copending ap 
plication Ser. No. 55,502, ?led July 16, 1970, now 
abandoned. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Two methods and an apparatus for carrying out the 
methods are disclosed for forming wire bundles. 
For forming both an elongated wire bundle which isv 

longer than the convenient or conventional working 
table and a short wire bundle, the disclosed apparatus 
was invented. This includes an endless canvas belt 
mounted on two rollers at opposite ends of a table for 
being driven in either direction, a drawing overlaying 
the belt and moveable‘in either direction on rollers 
likewise at the opposite ends of the table, a plurality of 
wires fed from reels at the supply end of the table, ex 
tendable over the drawing for being formed into wire 
bundles, and wound onto a storage reel at the storage 
end of the table, and detachable brackets and clamps 
for holding together the wires, drawing, and endless 
belt during assembly. 
For carrying out the ?rst method, as the completed 

wire bundle for the first portion of the drawing is 
wound on its storage reel and as that ?rst portion of the 
drawing is wound on its roller, the second portion of 
the drawing is pulled out thereby and positioned over 
the endless belt, clamped thereto, the second portion 
of the wires is pulled out from their supply reels, as by 
the completed. ?rst portion, and the second portion of 
the wire bundle formed thereover. As this second por 
tion is completed, it is wound on the storage reel as is 
the drawing, both unrolling the third portion as the sec 

' end portion is stored. This process is repeated until the 
whole elongated wire bundle is completed. 
For carrying out the second method of forming a 

short wire bundle, i.e., one being the length of the 
working table, the drawing is reversed after the com 
pleted wire bundle and drawing portion therefor are 
wound‘on their respective storage reel and roller. After 
the same drawing portion has been repositioned inter 
mediate the rollers on the table and under the new 
wires which may have been pulled out by the preceding 
and receding completed wire bundle, a new wire bun 
dle is formed over the same drawing portion. ' _ 

If so desired, a duplicate drawing may be connected 
to and pulled out by the former receding drawing por 
tion instead of reversing the drawing. 
A novel bracket disclosed has clamps for securing the 

drawing to the endless belt at the edges of each and ad 
ditional clamps are positionable along the length of the 
bracket for securing the wires in the desired precise po~ 
sition over the drawing. Further, upon contact with a 
trigger device at the end of the table, all clamps on the 
bracketinstantly release‘to wide open position. 
Accordingly a principal object of this invention is to 

provide a method for forming wire bundles longer than 
the work table on which they are made, and a method 
for forming table length or shorter wire bundles. 
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A further object of this invention is to reduce time 

and effort in forming wire bundles by completing the 
assembly of the wire bundle continuously and not re 
quiring assemblers to route each wire end to and on the 
board and back again with repeated trips from end to 
end of the board. ’ 

A still further object of this invention is to reduce the 
assembly time and motion by a substantial amount. 
Another object of this invention is to provide an as 

sembly procedure readily adaptable to a numerically 
controlled automated system for wire bundle fabrica 
tion. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
quick release bracket and clamping device that, while 
securely clamping sheets at the edges and clamping 
wires which are spaced at various positions between the 
edges, instantaneous release of all clamping is easily ac 
complished where and when desired.for forming wire 
bundles and an apparatus‘for carrying out the methods 

> will be apparent from the following detailed descrip 
tion, together with the accompanying drawings, sub 
mitted for purposes of illustration only and not in 
tended to de?ne the scope of the invention, reference 
being made for that purpose to the subjoined claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The drawings diagrammatically illustrate by way- of 
example, not by way of limitation, one form of the in 
vention wherein like reference numerals designate cor 

’ responding parts in the several views in which: 
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Another principal object of this invention is to pro- I 
vide a wire bundle forming apparatus that is universal 
in use in that all types and lengths of wire bundles may 
be formed thereon‘ to replace hundreds of prior wire 
bundle forming boards, and thus result in a great saving 
in floor space. 

65 

FIG. 1 is a schematic and perspective view of thenew 
wireforming apparatus with the table in titled position; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic and slightly exploded, perspec 

tive view of the apparatus of FIG. 1, with the working 
surface lowered to horizontal position; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic and perspective view of the new 

bracket assembly for clamping the: drawing to the ?exi 
ble belt and holding the wires in the correct position 
over the drawing, ' ' 

FIG. 4 is a top view ofone end of the bracket assem 
bly of FIG. 3; I ' 

FIG. 5 is a side view of the bracket assembly of FIG. 
4; and ' 1 . 

FIG. 6 is a schematic and perspective view of the 
bracket assembly immediately after it has been trig 
gered to released position. . I 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The invention, the scope of which being de?ned in ’ 
the appended claims, is not limited in its application to 
the details of construction and arrangement of parts 
shown and described, since the invention is capable of 
other embodiments and of being practiced or carried 
out in various other ways. Also, it is to be understood 
that the phraseology or terminology employed herein 
is for the purpose of description and ‘not of limitation. 
This invention comprises two methods and one appa 

ratus for carrying out the methods of forming wire bun 
dles. 
One method for forming an elongated wire bundle 

longer than the forming table on which it is assembled 
comprises the steps of: 

a. extending or supporting a first portion of a ‘wire 
bundle forming drawing over ‘a work area as a table 
having the conventional length of 8 feet; 
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b. simultaneously pulling out a plurality of wires from 
supply reels and laying them over the drawing for form 
ing a wire bundle for that portion of the drawing as by 
connecting the wires to the beginning of the drawing 
and pulling out the wires and forming the wire bundle 
as the drawing is unrolled from its supply roller; 

c. moving the completed wire bundle portion to a 
storage area as by rolling the wire bundle on a storage 
reel; 

d. simultaneously separating the drawing from the 
completed wire bundle and moving the drawing to a 
storage area as by rolling the drawing on a storage 
roller; 

e. simultaneously extending a second portion of the 
drawing over the work area as by having the second 
portion of the drawing integral with the ?rst portion 
and pulled in position as the first portion is wound up 
on its roller; and 

f. simultaneously with rolling the ?rst portion of the 
wire bundle on the storage reel, new wires still con 
nected to the wire bundle, for example, are pulled out 
from their reels and laid over the second portion of the 

, drawing whereby a second portion of the wire bundle 
is formed, and the process repeated until all portions of 
the wire bundle are completed on the single wire form 
ing apparatus before a 'new wire bundle is begun 
thereon. Each wire is precut to correct length or they 
are cut off at the end of the bundle. Likewise, the wires 
may be wound on their individual supply reels so that 
they unwind relative to each other by the amount re 
quired for the wire bundle. The second method of mak 
ing wire bundles wherein the wire bundles are only the 
length of the work table or shorter starts with and com 
prise the first four steps (a), (b), (c), and (d) of the 
above method. The ?fth and subsequent method steps 
are as follows: ' r 

e. unrolling the drawing from the storage roller back 
on to the supply roller; . 

-f. attaching the wires to the beginning of the drawing 
and pulling them out from the wire supply reel by mov 
ing and drawing across the table for forming of the sec 
ond wire bundle on the drawing, and the process re 
peated for each wire bundle. The size or length of each 
wire bundle may be small or up to table length. 7 
FIGS. 1-6 disclose an apparatus for carrying out the 

above methods for making wire bundles. 
FIG. 1, a perspective view of the wire forming appa 

ratus 10 shows a four legged table 11 with a surface or 
drawing 12 stretched between two rollers, supply roller 
13, FIG. 2, and storage roller and motor 14, both roll 
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ers shown in FIG. 1 as being tilted by tilt support 15 for . 
ease of assembly of the wire bundles of the drawing. 
Detachable brackets 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20, between 
FIGS. 1 and 2, described in more detail hereinafter, are 
illustrated, each having clamps, as clamps 21 and 22 on 
bracket 19, FIG. 2, for example, moveably mounted on 
the brackets for clamping the wires in position for 
being tied into wire bundles precisely positioned over 
the drawing. 
A wire supply cabinet 24, FIG. 1, is positioned in jux 

taposition to the supply end of the table 11, and posi 
tioned adjacent to the storage end of the table is stor 
age reel 25 for winding up the completed wire bundle 
elements or portions of wire bundle elements 26. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic, exploded perspective 

view of the wire bundle forming mechanism 10 with'the 
table 11 deleted for clarity of disclosure illustrating 
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drawing 12 clamped to an endless canvas belt 27 at the - 
edges thereof, and which belt is mounted around com 
bination reversible motor and roller 28 and roller 29 of 
substantially equal width with bracket 19. Illustrative 
clamps 21 and 22 on bracket 19 secure the wire bun 
dles over the proper location on the drawing. The wire 
bundle storage reel 25 includes a reversible motor. 
Cabinet 24, is illustrated as containing two supply 

reels 31 and 32 for the wire bundles and suitable guide 
rollers 34 and 35. 
One of the brackets 19, FIG. 3, is illustrated as 

clamping the edges of drawing 12 and of the canvas 
belt 27 so that the drawing is pulled over the table by 
the endless canvas belt. Clamp 21 for holding a wire 
bundle 26 in position over the drawing is likewise 
shown. The bracket comprises a parallel bar base 39, 
FIG. 3, having two leaves 40 and 41 spring biased to 
flat open position by springs 42a, 42b, 42:: (FIG. 4) co 
axial with the piano hinges 43 and 44, FIG. 4, for the 
respective leaves. An elongated slot 45 is formed be 
tween the leaves 40 and 41 for the full length of the 
bracket for receiving the clamp 21. 
Clamp 21, FIG. 3, clamps wire bundle 26 to the 

bracket 19 over the desired precise position on, the 
drawing. 
Clamp 21 comprises an inverted U-shapedv housing 

46 with a block of rubber-like ?exible material 47, such 
as but not limited to, a silastic rubber compound adhe 
sively secured to the internal surfaces of the U-shaped 
member. An inverted T-shaped hook member 48 is 
?xed at one end of clamp 21 for forming a detachable 
pivot. Rotatable' spring biased, releasable, inverted T 
shaped catch 49 with handle 50 hold the clamp down 
to releasably secure the wires‘ at any desired position 
along the slot 45 in the bracket 19. To move the wires 
relative to the bracket, only the releasable T-catch 49 
need be rotated and released, and the clamp 21 tilted 
up about T-hook 48 and slid to the desired point on the 
bracket and then the releasable T-catch 49 secured 
back in the slot 45. An important feature is that this 
clamp 21 may be removed and reclamped with only the 
use of one hand. Further, clamp 21 is instantly released 
when bracket lever 38 releases leaves 40 and 41 which 
fly open due to prings 42a-c and literally toss the clamp 
21 up and away from the wire bundle overlying the 
brackets as described hereinafter. 
Bracket lever 38, FIGS. 3-6, comprises a D-shaped, 

trigger lever rotated to stand on its straight side, and 
spring biased toward its pivot pin 51, FIG. 3, by springv 
52 slideable on rod 53 which pivots on pin 51, the 
spring tension being adjustable with nut 54. 
Trigger lever pivot pin 51, FIG. 3, is mounted on 

clamp 55 which in turn is pivotally mounted on pivot 
pins 56 and 57 on the ends of the parallel bar base 39. 
FIG. 4, a top view of a portion of the bracket 19 

shows the two leaves 40 and 41 held down by’ bracket 
lever 38 with clamp 21 mounted in slot 45. ' 
FIG. 5, a side view of the bracket of FIG. 4, illustrates 

the bracket 19 being clamped to the drawing 12 and 
canvas belt 27 with clamp lever 55. ' '» 
FIG. 6, a perspective view of the storage end of the 

table, illustrates, the bracket trigger device 37 secured 
to the end of the table for contacting the bracket re 
lease lever 38 as the endless belt 27 moves to the left. 
Thus, as the endless belt, 27, drawing 12, bracket 19, 
and completed portion of the wire bundle (not shown 
in FIG. 6) secured in the bracket approaches the stor 
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age end of the table, bracket release lever 38, FIG. 6, 
is actuated over to released position where the lever 38 

' free falls by gravity, to broken line position illustrated, 
FIG. 6, and clamp lever 55 likewise swings freely to 
substantially vertical position. With this actuation, 
spring biased leaves 40 and 41 ?y open to throw clamp 
21 up off the wire bundle (not shown) that it was bold 
ing down, and clamp lever 55 is immediately released 
to separate the bracket from the belt and drawing, and 
likewise, the belt is instantly separated from the draw 
ing. At this point of separation, the wire bundle passes 
straight to the wire bundle storage reel 25, FIGS. 1 and 
2, the drawing is wound on its storage roller 14, FIG. 
2, the endless belt 27 passes around its roller 28 as con 
trolled by switch 30, and the bracket 19 may be either 
removed manually or one end may be connected to the 
endless belt for being carried back to the front end or 
supply end of the table 11 for the forming of the next 
bundle or bundle portion. 

METHODS 

To carry out the aforedescribed methods, the dis 
closed apparatus is operated as follows: 
The wire or wire segment sub-assemblies for the par 

ticular type of wire bundles are previously wound on 
spools and loaded or stored in the wire supply cabinet 
24, FIGS. 1 and 2. While the wires are preferably pre 
cut to proper length, if so desired, they may be cut of 
later on the table. > 

The wire bundle drawing 12, FIG. 2, contains all in 
formation required by the assembler to accomplish fab 
rication of the wire bundle. The drawing is previously 
wound on the drawing supply roller 13. One end of the 
drawing is pulled out and clamped or detachably se 
cured at the edges to the canvas belt 27, such as with 
the ?rst bracket 16, FIG. 1, extending from edge to 
edge of the drawing and belt. This bracket has clamps 
similar to clamp 21, FIG. 3, insertable in the bracket, 
adjustable, and positionable along the length of the 
bracket for clamping the wires precisely over the draw 
ing for forming the beginning of the wire bundle. The 
belt, with the drawing, bracket, and ?rst completed 
portion of the wire bundle attached thereto, are driven 
forward a short distance until the second bracket 17 
with its plurality of clamps is required. 
Since the assembly process is a planned single. direc 

tion laydown sequence, once fabrication of forming of 
a portion of the wire bundle is completed at the supply 
end of the table there is no need to return that portion. 
After the assembler clamps down the second portion of 
wire bundle, he advances the belt toward the storage 
end of the table until the next portion comes into reach, 
the wire bundle is formed and moved on until the whole 
wire bundle portion is completed on the table. 

It may be noted that the brackets and clamps position 
the wires at any precise point on the XY axes of the 
drawing. . 

Alternatively, after the ?rst bracket and clamps are 
precisely attached and the first portion of the wire bun 
dle formed, the belt may be advanced to the full length 
of the table, pulling the wires out over the drawing. 
Then the succeeding brackets are added and the suc 
ceeding portions of the wire bundle are formed before 
the whole table length wire bundle portion is moved to~ 
ward the storage area. 

In this case, as one table length or large portion of 
wire bundle is formed and moved to the storage area, 
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the rest of the drawing is unrolled from the drawing 
supply roller 13, FIG. 2, and the remaining wires un 
rolled from the wire supply cabinet 24 for forming the 
next wire bundle portion. This process may be repeated 
until the total wire bundle is completed, before the next 
bundle is started. 

Further, the wire bundles may be formed or assem~ 
bled on the table with the canvas belt and drawing in 
a ?at position as illustrated in FIG. 6, or in a tilted posi 
tion as shown in FIG. 1. - 

As the assembled wire bundle approaches the storage ‘ 
end of the table, the bracket and clamp removal trigger 
device 37, FIGS. 1 and 6, contacts the bracket release 
lever 38 causing instantaneous release of the bracket 
from the drawing and belt and instantaneous release of 
the wire bundle portion from the clamp and drawing. 
The completed portion of the wire bundle is then 
wound onto wire bundle storage reel 25, FIG. 2, and 
drawing storage roller 14 receives and rolls up that por 
tion of the drawing. As each portion of the wire bundle 
is completed, the bundle is wound on its storage reel 25 
and as the drawing portion is rolled onto its storage 
roller 14 the new portion of the drawing is pulled out 
on the canvas belt until the entire wire bundle is com 
pleted. > ' 

For forming or assembling a wire bundle having a 
length equal to or less than the work table or distance 
between the canvasbelt rollers, the apparatus is oper 
ated differently. ' ' 

After the complete shorter wire bundle formed on 
the table is wound on‘ the wire bundle storage reel 25, 
FIG. 2, either by portions or all at one time, and after 
the drawing is wound on'its storage roller 14, then the 
latter roller is reversed and the same drawing is rolled 
back on to supply roller 13. The second short wire bun 
dle is started by pulling out the beginning of the same 
drawing for fastening to the canvas belt with the ?rst 
bracket and pulling out the wires for fastening over the 
drawing with the clamps and forming that portion of 
the wire bundle prior to forming the next and succeed 
ing portions of the wire bundle. 
Accordingly, it will be seen that the present two 

methods and a device for performing the methods of 
forming wire bundles are disclosed in a-manner which 
meets each of the objects set forth hereinbefore. 
While only two methods and one embodiment for 

carrying out the methods have been disclosed,>it will be 
evident that various other modifications‘ are possible in 
the arrangement and construction of ‘the disclosed ap- - 
paratus for forming wire bundles and two methods per 
formed by the apparatus without departing from' the 
scope of the invention, and it is accordingly desired to 
comprehend within the purview of this invention such 
modifications as may be considered to fall within the 
scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A method for forming an elongated wire bundle 

comprising the steps of: 
a. extending a portion of a wire bundle drawing from 

a supply area to a storage area, 
b. laying a plurality of wires from a supply area‘ over 
the drawing for forming a complete wire bundle for 
that portion of the drawing, 

c. moving the completed wire bundle portion to a 
storage area, _ 

d. simultaneously moving that portion of the drawing 
to a storage area, and 
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e. simultaneously extending a second portion of the 
drawing connected to the ?rst portion of the draw 
ing from the supply area to the storage area 
whereby a second wire bundle portion may be 
formed over the second portion of the drawing. 

2. A method for forming an elongated wire bundle as 
recited in claim 1 including the additional steps of: 

a. supporting said drawing portion between the sup; 
ply area and the storage area with support means, 

b. detachably connecting said drawing portion and 
said wires to said support means so that a wire bun 
‘dle maybe formed on said drawing portion, and 

c. detaching said completed wire bundle from said 
drawing portion and said support means as said 
completed wire bundle is moved to its storage area. 

3. A method for forming an elongated wire bundle 
comprising the steps of: 

a. extending a portion of a wire bundle drawing from 
a supply roller to a storage roller, 

b. laying a plurality of wires from storage reels over 
the drawing for forming a complete wire bundle for 
that portion of the drawing, 

c. rolling the completed wire bundle portion on a 
storage reel, 

(1. simultaneously rolling that portion of the drawing 
on a storage roller, and 

e. simultaneously extending a second portion of the 
wire bundle drawing from the supply roller to the 
storage roller so that a second wire bundle may be 
formed over the second portion of the drawing. 

4. A method for forming a wire bundle comprising 
the steps of: g 

- a. unrolling a wire bundle drawing from a supply 
roller to a storage roller, 

b. laying a plurality of wires from a supply area over 
the drawing for forming a complete wire bundle, 

c. rolling the completed wire bundle ‘on a storage 
reel, 

d. simultaneously rolling the drawing to a storage 
roller, and then 

. e. unrolling said drawing from the storage roller back 
to the supply roller whereby a second wire bundle 
may be formed thereover the same drawing. 

5. A wire bundle forming apparatus having a supply 
end and a storage end comprising: 

a. a moveable elongated sheet of ?exible material 
supported between said two ends, 

b. at leasta portion of a wire bundle drawing overlay 
ing said elongated sheet, and said drawing being 
supplied from said supply end of the device and 
stored at the storage end of the device, 

c. means for supplying a plurality of wires at said sup 
‘ply end of the device, and ' 

d. storage means for completed wire bundles at said 
storage end of the device whereby after said wires 
are laid over said portion of the drawing and a wire 
bundle formed thereon, the moveable sheet and 
the drawing are moved from the supply end to the 
storage end and the wire bundle completed for that 
portion of the drawing is supplied to the storage 
means. _ . 

6. A wire bundle forming apparatus having a supply 
end and a storage end comprising: 
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8 
a. a moveable elongated wire bundle drawing, 
b. means for supplying said drawing at said supply 
end of the device, 

c. means for storing said drawing at said storage end 
of the device so that at least a portion of said wire 
bundle drawing extends between the ends of said 
device, 

d. means for supporting said portion of the drawing 
between the ends of said device, 

e. means for supplying a plurality of wires at said sup 
ply end of the device, and 

f. means for storing completed wire bundles at said 
storage end of the device whereby after said wires 
are laid over the portion of the drawing and a wire 
bundle formed thereover, the drawing is moved 
from the supply end to the storage end, and the 
wire bundle completed for that portion of the 
drawing is supplied to the storing means. 

7. A wire bundle forming apparatus as recited in 
claim 6 wherein: . 

a. said drawing supply means and said drawing stor 
ing means comprises roller means at the respective 
ends of said device for rolling said drawing therebe 
tween, so that after a wire bundle is formed over 
that portion of the drawing between the rollers, 
that portion of the drawing is rolled onto the roller 
at the storage end and a new portion of the drawing 
is unrolled from the roller at the supply end simul 
taneously with moving of the completed wire bun 
dle to the storing means. 

8. A wire bundle forming apparatus as recited in 
claim 6 wherein: 

a. said drawing support means comprises an endless 
elongated sheet stretched over two rollers at the 
respective ends of said device for positioning said 
sheet immediately under said wire bundle drawing 
portion for supporting the drawing portion as the 
wire bundle is formed on top of the drawing. 

9. A wire bundle forming apparatus as recited in 
claim 8 wherein: 

a. bracket means is provided for said wire forming 
device for detachably clamping said drawing por- ' 
tion to said drawing support means, and 

b. clamping means on said bracket means forholding 
said wires over said drawing as the wire‘ bundle is 
formed. _ . 

10. A wire bundle forming apparatus as recited in 
claim 6 wherein: 

a. said means for supporting said drawing portion 
being tiltable for ease of forming said wire bundles 
on said drawing. ' 

11. A wire bundle forming apparatus as recited in 
claim 6 wherein: 

a. said wire supplying means comprises means for 
supporting a plurality of reels of wires and for feed 
ing these wires over the drawing at the supply end 
of the wire forming device. 

12. A wire bundle forming apparatus as recited in 
claim 6 wherein: 

a. said completed wire bundle storing means com 
prises a reel means at the storage end of said device 
for rolling on the ?nished wire bundle. 

* It ‘I III III 


